Abstract. For the first time, molecular dynamics simulations (MD) are applied to study the evolution of shock-driven Richtmyer-Meshkov instability of the perturbations at a solid surface and at the interface separating two solids of different densities. We study the dependence of the instability evolution on the strength and orientation of the shock, and analyze the structure of the material in a vicinity of the interface perturbations (i.e. the spikes and bubbles).
INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of a solid under deformations of very high strain rate and the development of instabilities at the solid interfaces are of great interest in inertial confinement fusion (ICF), detonations in heterogeneous (e.g. polymerbonded) explosive materials, ejecta formation, and many other applications. It is also one of key issues for theories and models, which study material strength and phase transitions under a high strain rates. The instabilities developed include the Rayleigh-Taylor (RTI) and Richtmyer-Meshkov (RMI) instabilities, and they occur at interfaces between two solids subjected to a sustained and impulsive shock-driven acceleration respectively. In solids RTI and RMI develop if the value of the acceleration (initial shock) exceeds a certain threshold, which is set by the material properties and can be used to measure these properties under high strain rate deformation. Such phenomena have been studied both experimentally [1] [2] [3] [4] and theoretically [5] [6] [7] , and recently by the molecular dynamics (MD) approach [8] [9] . Here, we report some preliminary results of MD simulations of the evolution of the shock-driven RMI in solids.
SIMULATION APPROACH
We conducted MD simulations of solids, when a planar shock wave refracts through the perturbed interface between 1) two different solids, and 2) a solid and a vacuum. For the solid-solid interface, we consider a system composed of inert-gas crystals with different densities, light (ρ 1 ) and heavy (ρ 2 ). The density ratio is ρ 1 /ρ 2 = 1/4. We considered the two cases of the shock propagation: from the light to heavy solid and from the heavy to light solid. The simulations in a system with solidvacuum interface correspond to experiments in which a metal with corrugations at the free surface is shocked from the opposite side.
For solid-solid case, the atomic interaction is modeled via a modified Lennard-Jones (LJ) pair potential with an additional spline term to provide smooth second derivatives [10] . The potential parameters are used to define reduced MD units (mdu =0.311ps, velocity mdu = 1.094 km/s, and pressure mdu is 41.9 MPa. The system is built from two LJ solids that differ only by the atomic mass: light (m 1 =m a ) and heavy (m 2 =4m a ). About 20 million atoms were used to build the solid-solid system with dimensions 108x15x487 nm. For MD simulations of the RM instability of metal-tovacuum surface we chose Mishin's potential for copper [11] which has been previously used to study shocks in single crystal and polycrystalline copper [12] [13] . The copper supercell has about 6 million atoms and sizes of 74x5.1x218nm. Periodic boundaries were imposed in both transverse directions. Figure 1 shows a characteristic setup for modeling RMI in planar geometry. A piston wall represented by the repulsive potential moves at constant velocity u p and generates a planar shock wave moving at the velocity u s in the first solid. Then the shock waves passes into the second solid (or vacuum) through the interface with a singlewave perturbation of the amplitude η and wavelength λ set by the largest transverse dimension (roughly, λ ~ 100 nm). The ratio η/λ in most simulations was chosen about 0.25 -0.33.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the first series of runs, we have studied the planar shock moving from the light to heavy solid. Both solids have the [110] orientation along the shock direction. Figure 2 shows a snapshot when the first shock wave u s1 hits the interface and splits into two non-planar waves: transmitted shock u s2 and reflected shock moving back into the light solid. After reaching the piston this wave reflects back and re-shocks the interface. Remarkably, the interface perturbation is shrinking when the shock passes through it, but then it bounces back and may start to grow. The growth rate strongly depends on the initial shock strength (see Fig. 3 ). For instance, there is almost no growth at the piston velocity u p = 0.7 mdu (approximately 0.54c 1 , where c 1 is the sound velocity in the light argon solid) until the transmitted shock emerges from an open surface of the heavy solid and the rarefaction wave moves back to the interface (see Fig. 3a) . At higher velocity of the piston u p = 1.0 mdu, the growth starts as soon as the shock passes through the interface, and then, when the rarefaction wave from the open right side reaches the interface, its rate increases. Such threshold behavior in solids is essentially different from that for RMI in liquids and indicates strong dependence of the growth conditions on the material properties (e.g. shear strength), generation of dislocations, defects, and plastic flow. There is a possibility of local melting in vicinity of the interface even though a chosen piston velocity does not reach the critical value at which the light solid could start to melt. This issue is currently under investigation and will be reported in a subsequent paper.
In the second series of runs, we have studied the evolution of the interface for a shock wave moving from heavy to light solid. In this case, instead of reflected shock, a non-planar rarefaction wave moves backward into the first (heavy) material as shown in Fig. 4 . The transmitted shock wave u s1 also becomes non-planar, and the front oscillates, but the front fluctuations decay soon. The transmitted shock continues to run forward until it reaches the open surface at the right side. After the shock passage, the perturbation changes its phase, and the spike starts to grow from a hollow. However, for a shock wave with piston velocity u p =0.5 we did not observe the spike growth after the hollow collapsed (see the dashed line approaching zero in Fig. 5 ). This indicates a threshold-type dynamics of the generation of the material flow around the perturbation. In contrast to the light-to-heavy system, in this case the growth-rate of the spike amplitude is slowing down to zero when the rarefaction wave from the open surface gets back to the piston. Multiple intersections of the transmitted non-planar shock waves (e.g. as seen in the second snapshot in Fig.  4 ) create local areas with an increased stress and temperature around the growing spike ("hot spots") where the material might become either molten or amorphous.
In modeling the shock-induced instability of the perturbed copper surface we generate a shock wave along the ~3 km/s for the shocked bulk copper [12] . Figure 6 shows two different examples of the instability growth when the shock wave reaches the open surface and the rarefaction wave moves backward into the bulk. In the first case (see Fig. 6a ), we set the ratio λ/η = 1, which corresponds to a high degree of non-linearity even at the very early stages of instability. As a result, we were able to see the spike growth at the velocity of the piston u p =1 km/s. Remarkably, the cup of the spike displays a high density of defects in comparison to dislocations in the bulk crystal, indicating possible amorphization of the material inside the spike and beneath which can facilitate the plastic flow around it and can sustain its growth.
In case of smaller perturbation amplitude η = λ/4 we observed the spike growth for two different piston velocities of 2.0 and 2.8 km/s. In the last case, with the bulk pressure close to the calculated shock melting limit of ~220 GPa [12] , we noticed an appearance of local spots that might be nuclei of molten material. In addition, the void formation and nucleation with incipient spall have been detected underneath the hills of the initial perturbation during its phase inversion and spike growth at the unloading surface. Such dynamics is not observed in the simulations of shock unloading at a planar surface, and we relate it to the intersections of the non-planar rarefaction waves moving down from the perturbed interface.
In summary, we have performed the first MD simulations of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in solids for different types of the interface and have studied various scenarios of the perturbation growth as well as its dependence on the shock orientation and strength. Such simulations provides unmatched insight into the nanoscale structure of the shocked material, and can determine the mechanism governing the instability growth in solids as well as lead to understanding of the material properties at a very high strain rates.
